
 

Buddy Bearings: A Person-To-Person 
Navigation System

 

 

Abstract 
This paper proposes a mobile application to facilitate 
the meeting of people in unmarked spaces. We report 
on the concept, aspects of the work-in-progress 
implementation and future steps. 
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Introduction 
Buddy Bearings is a mobile application, currently in a 
conceptual stage that enables people outdoors to find 
each other without having to negotiate a meeting place. 
The usefulness of this approach lies in situations where 
locations are not readily addressable by all participants. 
This might include meeting in locations that have no 
marked or identifiable features such as natural spaces, 
or unfamiliar locations where users have no prior 
experience in navigating. The goal in designing Buddy 
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Bearings is to promote an exploratory and playful 
method of navigation that allows a user to learn more 
and make decisions about their environment. Current 
navigation systems assume that users are looking for 
one predetermined set of directions to a fixed location; 
Buddy Bearings innovation is its flexibility in wayfinding 
to a potentially moving target. Although using Buddy 
Bearings is a goal-driven activity, it makes the actual 
navigation a background task. We focused on providing 
guidance through sound cues rather than through 
visual means, eliminating the need to carry a device 
that requires the user's constant attention. Buddy 
Bearings differs significantly from traditional navigation 
systems and from previous research in ways we will 
describe below. 

Previous work 
Research on orientation techniques and wayfinding 
devices that offer alternatives to purely visual 
interfaces dates back to the mid 1980s. The efforts that 
are most relevant to our project can be divided into two 
main areas:  

• Orientation in virtual worlds/cyber-
environments 

• Orientation in the real world for people with 
visual impairments 

Orientation in Virtual Worlds/Cyber-Environments 
Darken and Sibert [1] present a "Toolset for Navigation 
in Virtual Environments". Based on research that tries 
to map real-world navigation and orientation behavior 
to interactions with virtual worlds, the paper explores 
ways to maintain knowledge of position and orientation. 
Among the tools used in the virtual worlds are 
spatialized auditory cues that effectively serve to 
‘enlarge’ the user's perception of objects that are in 

sight. As the authors note, the findings from this study 
have limited applicability to real three-dimensional 
navigation processes. Nevertheless, it sustains the 
basic hypothesis that auditory cues can augment the 
exploration of an (cognitively) unmapped space by 
providing orientation. In the same vein, but with 
greater theoretical depth, Begault [2] systematizes the 
use of 3D audio for Virtual Reality systems. For 
orientation purposes, the use of sounds that are placed 
outside the stereo basis using spatial modeling 
techniques yields excellent results under stable 
conditions. Most listeners are able to locate the 
simulated source of a sound in all three dimensions 
with relative precision, a result that is corroborated by 
similar experiments in a non-virtual spatial setup [3]. 
To reproduce the stable conditions required for these 
results though is infeasible in the setting that Buddy 
Bearings is targeting. Specifically, spatializing an audio 
signal played back through headphones is unreliable 
unless a customization to the individual physiological 
features of the listener is carried out.  

Orientation in the Real World for People with Visual 
Impairments 
The second relevant strand of research explores ways 
to provide spatial orientation to people with partial or 
complete loss of vision in everyday situations. 
Ross/Blasch [4] evaluate the effectiveness of wearable 
devices that employ a mixture of auditory and haptic 
feedback to guide a user from waypoint to waypoint. 
According to their findings, haptic feedback yields the 
most reliable results in terms of routing, while Marston 
et al. [5] report equally successful experiments with 
haptic and auditory feedback. The latter study also 
suggests that a relatively simple, binary sound 
feedback is sufficient for waypoint navigation. 
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The studies most similar to our project are conducted 
by the Sonification Lab at the Georgia Institute for 
Technology. The SWAN project (System for Wearable 
Audio Navigation) [6] uses the concept of 'sound 
beacons' that represent locations, which visually 
impaired user is supposed to reach on a predefined 
path. Sound beacons replace the visual cues a sighted 
person would use for navigational purposes with sound 
signals that are manipulated according to the listener's 
distance and heading. 

While Buddy Bearings builds on a similar idea, namely 
to direct users to a location that is represented by a 
virtual sound source, two key aspects differentiate it 
from previous work. 

1. The domains in which the aforementioned 
projects operate impose the constraints on the 
form of guidance that these systems provide. 
Since it is of vital importance that a visually 
impaired person does not stray from a 
predefined path that can be considered 
reasonably safe, all the systems take a 
traditional waypoint approach: The route 
consists of a finite number of positions that 
must be reached in order to proceed further. In 
that sense, these projects emulate car 
navigation systems and mainly optimize the 
output for low cognitive load. Buddy Bearings 
is targeted towards users who can orient 
themselves visually, and aims to augment their 
normal wayfinding experience with generalized 
directional guidance. 

2. Buddy Bearings has no concept of predefined 
locations. The users cannot know in advance 

what their meeting point will be. Instead, 
Buddy Bearings aims for a fair distribution of 
effort by constantly adapting the meeting point 
to the relative positions of the users. As a 
consequence, the exploratory aspect of the 
navigation process gains importance. Buddy 
Bearings tries to incorporate an element of 
playfulness into the task of finding another 
person and relies on the participants' ability to 
decide autonomously which route they want to 
take towards a flexible goal. 

Use case: Two people in an environment 
that is not familiar to one of them 
Audrey and Jim haven't seen each other in a while. 
When Audrey by chance comes to the Bay Area on a 
business trip, they decide to meet. Jim, a graduate 
student at the Music Department at UC Berkeley, 
knows his way around campus very well. Audrey has 
never before visited UC Berkeley. Following Jim’s advice 
to find parking close to campus, Audrey drives her car 
to North Gate; from here on, it’s either biking or 
walking. After parking her car, Audrey opens the Buddy 
Bearings application on her smartphone and issues a 
Buddy Bearings request to Jim. A text message 
containing a session link is sent to Jim who is already 
waiting for Audrey’s request. He accepts and agrees 
that his location information may be used during this 
session. Both are now prompted to follow the 
orientation process. On the screen of their phone, they 
see a representation of their own position in relation to 
the other as well as the distance between them. Both 
start walking in this general direction as far their 
surroundings allow. Because of the layout of their 
surroundings, they can't always follow a straight path. 
Buddy Bearings constantly picks up their location and 
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their bearing through the built-in GPS and digital 
compass modules of their phones. That way, the 
meeting point between them is recalculated as they 
move on. 

In regular intervals, they are alerted to the position of 
the meeting point through auditory signals. The 
intensity of the signals indicates how far off to the left 
or to the right their bearing is from the position of the 
meeting point. If they turn towards the meeting point 
while the signal is sounding, it fades in intensity, if they 
turn away, it rises in intensity. Whenever their bearing 
falls within a certain range close to that of the meeting 
point, they hear an affirmative sound different from the 
directional cues. When either party feels the need, they 
can request a re-orientation through their phone. 
Again, they will be shown the relative direction of their 
“Buddy” as well as the total distance. The process 
continues until the Buddies are close enough to start 
looking for each other. Once reunited, they quit the 
application. 

System Overview 
Ideally Buddy Bearings will work as a smartphone 
application that utilizes a digital compass and GPS 
capabilities as found in the current model of the Apple’s 
iPhone. It will allow users to connect to each other 
using this application and then use an initial visual cue 
along with a series of dynamically updating auditory 
cues to find the central point between two users. The 
GPS system will constantly report positional data for 
both users. The digital compass provides information 
about the user’s heading. Using these inputs, the 
application will calculate the common midpoint between 
the users in regular intervals. The application will use 
directional audio output to indicate whether the user 

currently is headed in the right direction. The auditory 
cues vary in intensity according to the user’s position 
relative to the midpoint. 

Visual Interface & Interactions 
Along with the auditory guidance system there will be a 
visual interface that would serve to allow a user to 
initiate a session, connect with another user, provide a 
directional visual orientation and a trip record. The 
visual interface of the application is purposefully meant 
to be simplistic in its functionality; focusing just on 
these four areas so that a user is not encouraged to 
routinely look down at the screen while navigating. The 
primary experience should be auditory, allowing for 
more complex tasks before and after the session has 
been terminated by the user and they have found their 
“Buddy”. 

The Main Menu is the first screen that loads once the 
application is launched. Its primary call to action is to 
“Connect with a Buddy”, which would allow a user to 
connect with another user by either adding a number 
from their phone’s address book, typing in a number or 
scrolling through their “Buddies” list. Once the user has 
selected how they want to connect with their “Buddy” 
system will generate a text message to them with a link 
to either download and sign up for Buddy Bearings, or 
to launch the application. Alternatively a user could also 
scroll through their entire “Buddies” list and connect 
directly to a user they’ve initiated a session with in the 
past. The main menu also gives notices as to when a 
user has invited you to a Buddy Bearings session, 
which you can select to confirm and begin using the 
service.  
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Figure 1. (Re)-Orientation screen that displays the Buddy’s 
position in relation to the user. 

Once a user confirms and then begins a session, they 
are initially given a visual cue as to where they are 
facing in comparison to their buddy (Fig. 1). This is 
shown using a central figure meant to represent the 
user through an icon that they’ve chosen that is 
associated with their profile.  Through a circle drawn 
around the user it shows where they headed using an 
arrow, and then gives a view of where their “Buddy” is 
facing in relationship to them. The circle is shown as 
red when the user is misaligned with their “Buddy”, but 
once the user adjusts to match the direction of their 
“Buddy” it turns into green. When the user is aligned 
with their “Buddy”, users then receive their first audio 
cue for direction, and the device can be stored for the 
remainder of the session. User can receive the updated 
visual (re)-orientation throughout the session by 
making request.  

When the trip has been terminated and a user has 
found their “Buddy” a record of the user’s trip would be 
generated on a traditional digital map (Fig. 2). It would 
give an indication as to both where the user and their 
“Buddy” began walking, the path that they took and 
where they ended up meeting. It might also give 
statistics as to how far they both travelled, how many 
turns or reorienting points they incurred and how long 
the session lasted.  

Prototype Development and Evaluation 
To model the required interactions, we carried out a 
use case simulation. Two persons equipped with video 
cameras recorded a self-directed walk towards a 
location that had been agreed on earlier. The setup 

emulated a situation where two 
persons independently choose a 
path to a shared point. Based on 
timestamps, we plotted the 
movements on a map, 
reconstructing the route and the 
approximate headings of the 
participants at a given time (Fig. 
3).  

Using this data, we could identify 
the most common events and 
constellations that the system needed to cover. After 
repeating the simulation several times at different 
locations, it became obvious that the dominating case 
would involve both users being slightly off target 
(typically in a range of +/- 30 degrees) while generally 
proceeding in a direction that made a meeting 
reasonably probable. 

The first physical prototype aimed to translate these 
results into distinctive patterns of audio feedback. 
Using this prototype, we wanted to test whether people 
were able to distinguish various dynamic auditory cues 
to establish a direction. 

The digital compass unit was connected to a laptop 
computer parsed the incoming data. The program that 
was developed for this purpose used the directional 
data from the digital compass to generate dynamic 
auditory cues based on a comparison of the user’s 
heading and the actual direction of the destination 
(standard north for testing purposes). To allow for free 
movement, the laptop computer was placed in a 
backpack, and the compass unit was affixed to one of 

Figure 3. The 
transcription 
shows the 
approximate 
position of the 
user at a 
certain 
timestamp and 
displays her 
bearing as a 
vector. 

 

Figure 2. Recapitulation of 
the process after the session 
has been terminated. 
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backpack’s straps to ensure that the readings were not 
influenced by axis rotation (Fig.4). 

We provided three different localizable auditory cues on 
each side that varied based on the user’s bearing. The 
most effective cues were in the form of several clicks at 
variable rates of speed. The more the user was 
misaligned with the target, the faster the click rate he 
or she heard. These cues were played in groups of 
three (“bursts”), so that there would be a longer 
interval of silence between them. The reasoning behind 
this approach was to achieve regularity of feedback 
without creating an overbearing system that terrorized 
the user with constant artificial sounds. To reassure the 
user in the case of turning in the right direction, a 
different sound was played as soon as the bearing fell 
into a range of +/- 10 degrees. 

In-ear headphones were used to deliver the auditory 
cues. After the implementation of the prototype, we 
conducted user testing. We asked our test users to 
wear the backpack and to try to follow the audio cues. 
The specific task was to move through a room and find 
the direction the virtual sound source seemed to be 
coming from. In general, users were successful in 
identifying the reference direction.  

Future Work 
The next immediate step would be to build on the initial 
prototype to include a GPS device for live field tests. 
Once we have completed our initial prototype we would 
begin development of a mobile application. We would 
also need to experiment with ways that the user could 
potentially wear the device so that the digital compass 
would be able to operate throughout the session. User 
testing would need to occur to evaluate what would be 

the best visual interface that both balances simplicity 
and usability. Once we’ve completed one version of our 
application we would consider other ways to use sound 
and navigation to connect people. Some of our initial 
thoughts are using sound icons as a means of 
identification of either individuals or groups of people, 
allowing users walking around to hear what might be 
happening in a room or building through public 
microphones or using sound to improve live action 
games through augmented reality.  
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Figure 4. First iteration of the 
physical prototype with digital 
compass unit attached to the left 
strap of the backpack. 
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